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Abstract: Let us not forget: the right plays an essential affirmation of our identity and ask state institutions to be 

alert to the spiritual values of our nation. Regarding the loss of identity and spirit of Romanian law in nearly three 

decades since the coup in 1989, and ten years since Romania's accession to the European Union is quite obvious that the 

movement of national revival vindictive creation of these troubled times It can be located in the legal context within which 

developed and which has been reported. So the law claim their full membership in this epic national in a new Romania 

and the Romanians owners - producers, restructured social, a new education work, a new solidarity and national dignity 

circulated and changed into a world hegemonic globalist where over a quarter century, career politicians, or lying on the 

imaginary barricades, subservient winner, neoliberalism and corporate finance foreign and Romanian media bitch hid a 

simple and essential truth: national identity. 
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Argumentum 

 

Latest events in domestic, European and international level, especially, "Turn Romania" [1], the last 

editorial of Calin Georgescu, independent thinker Romanian coming out of all patterns of social management 

and economic and all canons of government earlier is first manifesto national program for recovery and 

sustainable development of Romania appeared after 1989 urged me to reflect on our national identity, even 

being part of our Romanian and law and writing down my thoughts. 

Returning to the "Turn of the country," it focuses on a non-negotiable historical matrix, in respect for 

parents founders of the nation, visionary savior and ardent patriotism of the author, Christian Eastern Europe. 

In a world rather dark with hidden Partly cloudy, compass great need for national seeker in time, space, ink and 

colors, bring peace and security. Over the years, this "State of the Nation", the "Call to Romania" shaped 

bookish of Calin Georgescu, a close friend's younger bookmark, the chosen guild and the future, I called 

Professor Mircea Malita [2], will include probably among the top 10 non-fiction books of all time Romanian, 

along with the Cantemir's, Virgil Madgearu, Nicolae Iorga, Dimitrie Gusti, Gheorghe Brătianu etc. "Turn 

Romania" and its author are three major heresies together, and a heretic. 

The first departure from the canons weather is right that balances the title, she sits manifesto of Calin 

Georgescu in the last moments before Armageddon in the area apocalyptic literature of the first century after 

Christ, a kind of Chapter 23 entitled "Romania", after the 22 of the book of Revelation, Rev. John the 

evangelist. A Romania broken down from all sides of the Beast and the Harlot of Babylon - greed and 

economic collapse continuously pride and political crisis perpetual power corrupted external imposition, 

unfortunately, a population almost tribal, comprises mostly mythical mystics weak state, poor and 

backwardness, corruption, environment, health, youth failed, food, agriculture, tourism, education, illiteracy, 

alternative models of "family" emigrations to limit the exodus, vassalage external IMF, de-professionalization, 

thieves estate of place, thieves foreign lands Agriculture and natural resources, dictatorship corporatocracy 

homeless, justice privatized captive state of mafia groups, media clientele, failed democracy, freedom without 

responsibilities etc. 
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Like John's message to the Christians of seven churches of Asia Minor, not to let assimilated into the 

culture of Imperial Rome, doomed, author of "Cumpana" urges Romanian refuse - and this is heresy first - 

neoliberalism" capitalism with the gloves removed "as economic panacea for our times, reject assimilation into 

pseudo-globalist culture and promote the nation, national solidarity and national interest. The new avatars of 

ancient Rome and Rome are the same, say 2,000 years separated from exile in Patmos and settled temporarily 

in Vienna Romanian author: bought elections, politics - a source of enrichment, imperialism ideological, 

military and economic, permanent war beyond limes- Empire's collapse and disappearance of the middle class, 

the final break between rich and poor, poor then and now held the reins with bread and circuses (TV / MTV). 

And Armageddon, the place where it was brought in Romania Cumpăna the title, is two millennia symbol of 

the last battles when they joined Lord faithful, exhausted and almost defeated, and together they were 

victorious. 

The second heresy contained in the manifesto-country program is very project proposed by the author. 

Great heresy because it is a patriotic and national project, but for a country seized in the state of vassalage, a 

globalist hegemonic world. Heresy sticking out of proportion because the project country's Calin Georgescu 

reject indulgences marketed by neoliberalism, reject salvation Romania by IMF, corporations stateless and 

subjects local and proclaims a Romania Reformed Romanians owner-producers, reprofesionalizată and 

restructured social, announces a new labor education, a new solidarity and national dignity circulated and 

changed. These are ideas, conclusions and guidance system of anti-Romanian thinker. Heresy bedside of the 

Draft country of Calin Georgescu is therefore a Romania free komisar itinerant strangers wherever they come 

from them, thinking and business practices neoliberal domination corporatocracy homeless and foreign 

capital, politicians mercenaries own their country. Moreover, heresy geo-regional policy just now continues 

under another aspect, another heresy of the same project, the third, when the author advocates the restoration of 

economic relations and Romania's trade with East and relaunch profitable businesses frozen for a quarter 

century. In this regard, Calin Georgescu's goal is for Romanians to work and return in a market where they 

have been and have earned good money. A gigantic market, full of challenges and opportunities of modern 

endless. A large market in Bucharest, in the heart of Europe, the Pacific. The goal of his free vote is another 

great heresy. 

Finally, there are almost countless other ideas and calls to action comprising the Project, all in collision 

with dogma and globalist establishment, management caricatured political, economic and social Romanian, 

started off on the wrong foot, almost thirty years ago. It retains, for instance, the idea that the draft country has 

achieved only by its own forces and resources, without external finance. Remarkable still are refusing 

transnational and local oligarchs, and return the economy to human scale based on family firms and small 

productive units, on the look out for eco-system and to the quality of food. 

The author acted, then, against the privatization of natural resources, the national hydroelectric system, 

mail, public transport, health, education and water distribution; argue against homosexuality, adopting the euro 

and sale of agricultural land and forests to foreigners. Advocating the primacy of economic democracy to 

direct democracy and even participatory for reprofesionalizarea urgent the country, changing the current 

political class, irreformable, investment in vocational schools and the abolition of private universities, 

"factories diploma 'and graduates with training very weak; for relocation and employment revival in rural areas 

and to promote small producer, guilds and crafts top, assisted by a clean industry. For local and regional 

Romanian economy after temporary episode of corporate globalism, etc. Calin Georgescu and his project are a 

heretic and heresy, a challenger and a challenge from the glass of drinking water, restore the nationalization of 

the banking system Romanian majority; the closure of hypermarkets, the new nationalism, which must reject 

any political globalist project and unipolar. McDonald's shuttered left down to relaunch Romanian agriculture 

as a source for the next decades, by restoring confidence in the cooperative organization of small producers. 

From the first word to the last, Calin Georgescu's book expresses admirable courage, unwavering 

belief, professionalism, commitment and patriotism charge and another word: hope. Too little seduced by the 

magic of conspiracy theories, the author of these lines thinks it's legitimate expectation not support came from 

the power centers of global newer seeking removal order neoliberal and corporatocracy, both bankrupt, but 

depth knowledge of the author reality globalist geo-political, and regional development, in Romania's case. A 

hope validated expertise in the alterations in the medium and long term, the current economic and social 

establishment's a Europe "in integrum" East and West, with the same Romania in its midst. Hope someone who 

perceive and comprehend the course of time, and go forward with them. Today, the current crisis of capitalism 

as a system crisis and neoliberal globalist world, monoidentitare and unipolar face a formidable challenge, 
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resurrection diversity, nationalism and a multipolar world. A resurrection as we see across the Atlantic, another 

looming America. Confirmed by global developments, domestic country project is realistic and possible to 

prefigure the document locally, future strategic changes globally and encompassing spectacular, over the next 

decade, from 2020 to 2030. For over a quarter century career politicians, or lying on the imaginary barricades, 

subservient winner, neoliberalism and corporate finance foreign and Romanian media bitch hid a simple and 

essential truth: national identity. 

Finally, it is remarkable given the front seat in the Draft environment. Caring for the Earth, starting 

with the Romanian land, "breathe" pure oxygen every page, whether it's agricultural soil, forests, food or 

drinking water. The project supports the battle of modern man to protect the environment, at a time when 

experts and authors of papers trying to bring into public debate the true reasons behind the ecological disaster, 

and their findings reveal the ultimate truth at all to the liking of those who run the world: capitalism neoliberal 

is not viable nor military-industrial complex based on fossil fuels and so profitable for politicians and 

billionaires - they are all the gravediggers dying civilization today. And all the experts above speak 

deindustrialization, creating new jobs related strictly to environmental protection and without reservation, 

replacing neoliberal capitalism with an eco-socialism as the only political doctrine viable future alone can 

prevent, 12th hour, general ecological collapse. Other interdisciplinary specialists from the Anglo-Saxon, the 

contact between the earth and social sciences, natural and political, said that the priority no. One is finding an 

alternative to the neoliberal economic ideology and practices, a new economic model, of ways to coexist with 

the planet, all without the total abolition of capitalism. Difficult to execute what they say, because everything 

belongs to Anglo-Saxon world and saying: You can not eat a cookie and still they have. 

Their ideas are the best that the battle for planet Earth should begin with giving up highly polluting 

production of military and mega-industries with negative environmental impacts; that it has to happen urgently 

by massive North deindustrialization and liquidation of the largest destroyers of the environment and climate, 

large corporations; Finally, it has the poor South to be developed on new principles, strictly organic, without 

soil, water and air. And so, remember that almost half a century by the spring of 1968, the people of Prague 

began to speak, as environmentalists of today, the world in which they lived, and said it will not destroy it, but 

to change something about her. They said they will not capitalism but a "socialism with a human face". Today, 

environmental defenders, among them Calin Georgescu, say they want a "capitalism with a human face". 

Yes, faith and hopes the project have been set by the author in a Romania of a "capitalism with a 

human face" in a European Union that shows us lie in tinfoil European funds. More specifically, European 

funds constitutes the only evidence that the most ardent "euro partisan" may present as an active current of 

Romania's EU membership. This unique asset is totally ridiculed by the long list of passive and hard pendant: 

the loss of national control over the economy in the country's transformation into a consumer colonial annex. 

He said non-reimbursable European funds, according to the proverb "never look a gift horse in the mouth" are 

not investigating any origins or purpose! In the center-periphery system that is the EU, European funds are 

public money center to support expansion of private companies throughout the center in the outskirts of the 

system. Public money under regulations established by those in the center, cannot privatize the countries of 

origin (alas, aid!) But by reference to the periphery, it can privatize the spot. The Center allows this false 

magnanimity, because systematically extract from each of the suburbs a few times more annually than it 

destines, extraction multiplying as the expansion of private, public support of the center to the periphery 

becomes more extensive and complete ie as the European funds achieve their mission. 

European funds is equivalent to 1-2% annual GDP, while "extraction" a quarter to a third year! By its 

very structural their destination (which can not be changed!), They have nothing to do with the real 

development needs of Romania, but needs expansion in the periphery, in Romania, some private firms in 

central-western Europe. Incidentally, nobody, absolutely nobody got to calculate how "costs" actually these 

funds. They are said to be free. Although the history of free money has not been heard! Sectoral destinations 

are predetermined and unchangeable, and the grant are subject to purchases from donor. And an army of 

bureaucrats in charge of standardization, regulation, appointment, selection, processing, accessing, 

monitoring, control, settlement. Only thousands of people involved, much better paid than the rest bureaucrats 

are spending much more than European funds allocated to themselves. 

The whole lie in tinfoil European funds is highlighted by Romania's foreign debt, repayable and oppressive 

throttles through time and interest. Romania's foreign debt is about 90 billion euro. But, it is mainly of 

Romanian entities. Romanian population and companies with Romanian capital not borrow abroad. Neither 

would receive money from there! Romanian lender is the only state with an external debt having reached about 
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30 billion euro. The bulk - ie about 60 billion euros - representing indebtedness to foreign subsidiaries in 

Romania of foreign companies (banks and non-banking companies). Expansion of them started in Romania 

was financed with money from abroad, above all from the parent companies. They are committed amounts of 

Romania, Romania as they pass account external debt. The economic crisis, which has intervened in full 

ownership of Romania's EU parent companies in the West have cut financing of their subsidiaries in Romania 

and called simply the Romanian state to bring him money from abroad to supplement reduced funding from 

their mothers, threatening that otherwise they take talpas.  

It invented the dirtiest way out! An unprecedented experiment! It was put Romanian state to borrow 

from the IMF and the EU to bring to market foreign companies that had private financing in the crisis by their 

mothers in the West. A strange experiment: a loan to others! External public debt but crazy Romanian state is 

obliged to take through this financing further expansion of Western European firms in Romania. Population 

remains payable and Romanian companies to pay as taxpayers. Compare the bill (interest and tumbles about 10 

billion euro annually) with pennies European funds in the context of European Union law used to justify this 

supranational legal. And a discussion on the subject, including EU law, one of the tools formed and then of 

accessing European funds, it seems still current and useful. 

 

1. The actuality of the discussion 

 

The right is, despite appearances sometimes invoked one of the areas and the most complex forms of 

human knowledge and through this most difficult and specific investigation, as far as its leading role in 

organizing and ensuring social development. Indeed, he is among the few cases in which science, technology 

and art joins coexist, intersect and combine in an equation unique, resulting in three color interdependent, but 

which retains the specifics of the search, identification, expression and Savoie-expression of (legal) doctrine, 

case law and the science of law [3]. 

Legal reforms surgery, such as known from Romania in recent decades by recoding private law and 

criminal law, the reception of EU law for accession and integrating union-European and expressing 

requirements phenomenon of globalization, including legal, I suppose adequate response in terms of theory 

and practice law. They require, in the perception and expression impact theory, adoption and deployment of a 

scientific research complex, lengthy, but essential, to guide the subsequent realization and improvement of law 

[4]. 

The first refers to the gradual formulation of the new doctrine aimed at providing necessary theoretical 

explanations of complex new legislation, as an absolutely indispensable prerequisite for understanding and 

explaining proper, in letter and spirit, new legal texts. Likewise, it should act and the new "jurisprudential 

doctrine" that only after a major revival can redefine its role, content and stakes legal system. The transition 

from the old "legal practice" to the actual law has proved a sinuous, long, still ongoing, to be accomplished 

quickly and anchored in the new parts of the legal system. Finally, all such developments will be subject to 

legal phenomenon assessments theoretical analysis, operations reconceptualization, valorisation and 

construction, so knowing right from three perspectives, to be coherent, meaningful and relevant and science 

relaunched Romanian law. All these priorities are reflected in scientific research. Therefore, with these 

thoughts and hope I get to try in this way to introduce the legal debate in our country such a theme - the identity 

and spirit of Romanian law - both current and extremely generous. 

What is the mission that I took it? Let evolve consciousness. The first thing I did was a personal 

reflection called "Manifesto national consciousness". I did it to survive and flourish in this world, in full 

awareness, as there are many changes that are happening in these years, some noticeable, others less visible, 

and we hope to contribute to these changes. It is a new paradigm that considers man: everything in the universe 

has an establishment, is part of a whole quantum that the man in his totality. I try to work on developing a new 

consciousness, a new Romanian spirituality is not, as believed until now, only product of our brain, but has a 

base outside in nature. Then, work on a new concept of management of Romanian law, an organization that 

highlights its good of each and science of living together in my country, a great country, but deeply divided the 

Romanian law does not lose identity , flexibility and simplicity to return to its original, out from under the yoke 

of European Union law whose nefarious influence on that we will talk later. 

But first, from this perspective, we stop for a few critical considerations about the recent and massive 

recoding that Romanian law, by entering into force of the new legislative codes (civil - 01.10.2011, civil 

procedure - 2/15/2013, penal and criminal procedure - 1/29/2014), brought a number of changes in Romanian 
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legal environment. And we will confine to the Civil Code, as many decisions of unconstitutionality decided by 

the Constitutional Court of Romania on texts of criminal laws - substantive and procedural - testify to impaired 

their preparation without talking about the need for simplicity and flexibility times to Romanian law provide 

national identity. Moreover, they have raised thousands of Romanian street is motivated by erroneous 

decisions of politicians, temporarily manage and doubtful put Romanian law. As regards private law, we find 

that the legislating statistics along with excessive decades made him lose permanent and general character of 

the law, becoming a political tool and not the expression of a rule of law. Thus, different objectives cyclical 

particular cases or urgency hasty to take steps on the path edictării acts, led to the conception 

instrumentalization of law, law becomes therefore an instrument of policy alternating, hence the uncontrolled 

proliferation of legal rules [5]. 

Simplify the code reveals some constants depending on its modalities. The idea is dependent on the 

quality of coding law. The law should be clear, simple and precise. In other words clarity, brevity and 

simplicity for all covered - immutable purpose of simplification. Also, the simplification law lies not in its 

unification, but improving on this path of justice, service organization and responsibility of any state. The code 

must retain a certain level of generality and leave room for true creation doctrinal and jurisprudential 

"completion" of legislation and to abandon the idea of wanting to regulate everything. Codification of 

constantly meet the accessibility, clarity and consistency and stability need of legal norms. But we must admit 

that the idea that codification of constant is only a preliminary step to simplify the European and international 

context, or more precisely European law and international law [6]. 

New Civil Code, the code in force, it answers the requirements of civil law respecting modernization 

and simplification of the landmarks that I remembered? A full analysis in terms of defining and regulating civil 

law institutions that were taken in the Civil Code of 1864, as amended or the newly introduced or terminology 

used could lead to the conclusion that instead of legal simplification for intelligibility, clarity and 

systematization sometimes was enough to complicate and even inaccurate notions, the provisions are rarely 

contradictory especially lack of rigor. Sometimes find Civil Code in force in some texts that are more degraded 

legal literature and often not the best quality, as we shall demonstrate below.  

Certainly the new Civil Code adopted a new structure and modernization of regulated materials and 

monistic vision opting for the entry into force of the Civil Code were repealed in 1864, the Commercial Code 

of 1887 (except art. 46-55, 57, 58 and 907-935), and other special laws simplifying regulation of private law by 

reducing legal norms consistent. However, recoding civil law marked the introduction of elements of common 

law, such as, for example, the trust institution that provides a common framework for the various international 

legal systems. However, to illustrate when you have not always respected the requirements of a new law 

effective civil simplifications, we express some opinions on some regulations may be objectionable. [7]. In this 

sense, we mean even art. 1 C. civ. Which defines the sources of civil law, they are: law, customs and general 

principles of law. Given that formal sources of law, constantly in the legal literature are considered to be law 

and custom innovation editors code, replacing the customary usage is far from being a simplification, but a 

complication that attempts be defined during five paragraphs, unfair and unnecessary and unfortunate 

consequences on access to justice [8]. 

Usages, as a second source of civil law, although para. (5) are therefore equivalent to normal (which is 

unwritten) must be proven, if invoked by individuals with "publications in the form of a collection developed 

by entities or bodies at the field and is presumed to exist until proven guilty" (Ne ask what is the significance of 

the collections legal?). We do not understand there's try to argue in para. (5) along with a custom professional 

usage, which is a way to carry out certain tasks within public notaries or lawyers offices. Please note that such 

practices have never been sources of law. Consequently, we believe that 'traditions' with a limited application 

and not a general and compulsory rules can not be categorized as sources of law to fill custom which, as 

mentioned, is a formal source of law. The rule of law is recognized in that allows the retrieval based on its 

specific characteristics, namely the general and compulsory. Another regulation to complicate and not to 

simplify the general provisions of the Civil Code is found in art. March about the general application of the 

Civil Code that has no purpose other than to replace the term enshrined in all legal systems of "trader" with that 

of "professional" - profane word in relation to legal terminology. So art. 3 C. civ. Contrary to the 

abovementioned title does not contain general rules but hides a special regulation as a smokescreen meant to 

justify the introduction of the new term "professional" European unification unknown by the current law, 

especially on matters relating to contracts [9]. 
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In this regard we can mention the research group of European lawyers to draw up a common reference 

framework contracts, which led to the development and publication of the book "contractuelle common 

terminology". Thus, replacing the term "trader" with "professional" deviating from common European 

terminology, an inspiration not just happy and wording lacks conciseness and rigor. The term "professional" is 

defined inaccurately newly introduced in par. (2) and (3) of the article. 3 C. civ., Through a descriptive prose 

attempt being considered professionals "anyone who operates a business" enlightening and unifying as 

"systematic operation of an undertaking means the exercise by one or more persons of an organized activity 

consisting of production, administration or alienation of goods or services whether or not for profit. " Of course 

everything that the definition remains unclear [10]. Moreover, the wording "exploitation" and "enterprise", 

they send us, on us the past mid-life to menacing ideas iudeocomuniste used during blacks of communism: the 

exploitation of man by man, the landowners and capitalists who sucked the sweat toiling people. And their 

solution (communists), nationalization of their main inputs (exploiters) - that Raptor robbery and communist - 

and turn them into state enterprises. Did we're back where we started or worse, it seems that we have not gone 

anywhere; I replaced a union with another union. I lived in the future of the European Union, adolescence and 

youth, called the USSR. Back then, it was raining in Moscow opened umbrellas in Bucharest, now only appear 

clouds in Brussels and already the capital of our country is seeing the sun!  

In addition, the new term introduced has proved unable to enjoy a "general application" because by 

law no. 71/2011, art. 8 paragraph. (1) ordering that the concept of professional art. 3 C. civ. Includes categories 

of trader, entrepreneur, operator etc. To underline the futility of introducing this new term, art. 6 para. (1) of 

Law no. 71/2011 provides that "all applicable regulatory acts entry into force of the Civil Code references to 

merchants shall be deemed to be made from natural or legal persons as appropriate, subject to registration in 

the commercial register. Moreover, these provisions of par. (1) does not apply to the laws governing 

trademarks and geographical indications, consumer protection and other contracts between consumers and 

traders, the Consumer Code and other regulations that limit the trader has a specific meaning.  

In fact, many of our Civil Code Articles are like Bible verses: they read many, many interpret, few 

understand the true meaning of the New Testament and the Old Testament never repealed. Old Testament lays 

the foundation for learning and events found in the New Testament. The Bible is a progressive revelation. If 

you skip the first part of a good book and try and finish reading it will be hard to understand the characters, plot 

/ subject and conclusion. Likewise, the New Testament is entirely understandable when viewed as the 

fulfillment of the events, characters, laws, sacrificial system, covenants and promises of the Old Testament. If 

we had only the New Testament, we started reading the Gospels and I knew why Jesus was expected Messiah 

(a rescuer king). Without the Old Testament, we would not understand why he came this Messiah (see Isaiah 

53) and we did not have the capacity to identify Jesus of Nazareth as the Messiah, because we would have 

missed numerous and detaliatele prophecies made about him: His birth (Micah 5: 2) His death (Psalm 22, 

especially verses 1, 7-8, 14-18; Psalm 69:21) His resurrection (Psalm 16:10) and many other details about the 

mission him (Isaiah 52:19, 9: 2). Both Testaments reveal the same holy God, merciful and law must condemn 

sin, but He wants to bring the fallen human race, through the forgiveness only possible through Christ's atoning 

sacrifice. In both testaments, God reveals Himself to us and how to come to Him through Jesus Christ. In both 

Testaments, we find everything we need for eternal life and a life of godliness (2 Timothy 3: 15-17). 

Consequently, I repealed the Civil Code of November Cuza? Qui prodest? No simplification. The more the 

identity and spirit of Romanian law. 

 

2. Flexibility and simplicity terms of identity and spirit of Romanian law 

 

To prove our claim the title of this section, we start from a study published not long ago in 2013 by the 

State Council of France (Supreme Court administrative) which imposed the marketplace of ideas and legal 

practice a new concept will challenge the law slim! The document recommends public authorities to equip 

itself with a doctrine of resort to frequent use of the right and supple, to contribute to the policy of simplifying 

the rules and promote the quality of legal regulations.  

To arrive here, it was considered multiplication of official documents like codes of conduct, the 

recommendations of good practice, particularly in the medical field, new economic governance of the EU 

regulation by the Superior Council of French media coverage media wars. Some examples, very diverse, which 

have in common the precise obligation not to impose but to exercise, in a society where the regulation of 

complex and uncertain gains in extension and in force, a feature appreciated by their recipients. And most 
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importantly: they are manifestations of the same phenomenon: the right supple. It believes that by publishing a 

study on the subject, French State Council expresses a dual ambition. He would first contribute to the growing 

awareness of the right production and use by public entities so supple and businesses in France and worldwide. 

From this perspective, based on the definition of the right lean concrete developments examination of the 

phenomenon and cover the whole range of tools that respond to three conditions: they intended to change 

behavior or orientation to their addressees prompting the extent possible, their adherence; It does not create 

rights or obligations themselves recipients; presents the content and manner of drafting a degree of 

formalization and structure that resembles the rules of law [11]. 

Secondly, the study aims to give public authorities a new doctrine and policy tools to promote it by 

making a series of proposals, recommendations for a rational use of the right supple and mainly four thematic 

axes. The first refers to considering whether recourse to lean right, according to a beam of criteria, organized 

into three cumulative tests: the utility, the effectiveness and the legitimacy. It is then to favor the drafting of 

legislation and regulatory briefly by sparing the possibility for the authorities responsible for their application 

to state their meanings in the way of guidelines or recommendations or explicit reference to the right supple, eg 

technical rules, such as and care to ensure their application. Then there Disseminate tools as slim issued by 

public authorities, especially through the Internet and stimulating evaluation process of drafting the code of 

governance of the company, required companies listed. 

Finally, essential equipment becomes state with a capacity of strategic oversight of the right of private 

actors slim, relying on a network of government and stakeholders. A suggestive characterization of the 

phenomenon supple law gives us the preface Jean-Marc Sauvé, Vice President of the State Council, according 

to which "there is no contradiction between recognizing the right nico supple as well as its expansion and a 

better quality of law. Giving greater power of initiative actors and beyond more responsibility, right helps 

oxygenation supple our legal order. Through a rational, it can contribute greatly to simplify the rules and policy 

to improve the quality of regulation.” 

Indeed, implied postulate of the State Council is by no means the devaluation of traditional sources of 

law, or the great objective of keeping the normativity of law and improve the quality of law. With this in mind 

slim right solution is more than a risk. Through a rational use policy it can contribute to simplifying the rules 

and increasing the quality of regulation. It also provides, above all, the public actors spaces of different legal 

expression of pure prescriptive instruments, which must remain laws and other regulations (legal). The 

existence of also areas is liable to strengthen the traditional instruments attached counterpoint normative force 

of law, avoiding the "pollution" by their regulatory provisions [12]. 

Right slim especially allow the widening of the range of means of action of both the private and public 

Authorities Actors, Even if you have to be careful to guide Behaviors That THESE rules do not assert Anarchic 

Develop cloud to adversely Affect the principle of Legality. And fair 'conclusion Expressed in the Annual 

Report of the State Council Obvious Remains: slim right trademark degeneration is not our legal order, but 

simply signal STI Adaptability. There is no contradiction between recognition or expansion and a better 

quality of law. Greater Giving players the power of initiative and responsibility projects beyond the right 

supple serve genuine regeneration of the legal system. 

Simplifying the law is not a new Notion. Concern Expressed WAS Permanently Almost Simplification 

law, especially as legal drafting or legislative Acts Techniques and practices regarding administrative and 

judicial even notary. To "cut" the issue of Simplifying the law, a comparative analysis on the different legal 

systems and European law or international law Seems That It Is Necessary to us [13]. From the perspective - 

theoretical and practical - Useful comparison of cases is perhaps that form of Significant Need for 

Simplification and Techniques Used to simplify the law, especially the right constantly and Their 

Effectiveness in terms of Simplification [14]. 

Of course, it was questioned, for whose benefit is aimed at simplifying the law, the benefit of which is 

to enforce the law or for the benefit of those to whom it is addressed, to be able to cope with abundance and 

complexity of normative acts? We believe that not only it, but also to avoid provisions conflicting terminology 

that deviates from wagging won, but generally what is common to different systems of law, the lack of clarity 

that hides usually lack rigor and even some regulations lack a proper legal logic. That leads us to believe that 

simplification does not address the fact science of law, principles or institutions steady but especially "impact" 

or forms that takes, the chiefs among modern society, although the form and fund law is in principle difficult to 

dissociate [15]. It seems to me that the same sense things and European Union law, there are only more 

complicated as we shall see later. 
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3. About the need to simplify EU law 

3. 1. Preliminary Matters. What is EU law? A right suis generis, a word coined as for the European 

Union to explain to students why the Union is not a state in the traditional sense of the term as they studied 

generations of lawyers in general theory of law, the history of the state and right when further study at law 

schools in Romania latter course. Then what simplification - for about flexibility cannot be talking if EU law - 

a compilation entitled unfortunate continental origin between Roman - Germanic and common law right of 

American inspiration. 

In this regard, we look at the European Union from the perspective of American constitutional 

tradition that identified the United States from 1787 to the middle ground between international and national 

legal regime. In this light, the size of substantiating the "constitutional treaty" European EU conceived as an 

international organization. His birth certificate was an international treaty. Its formation was "international - 

American union similar. However, unlike the American Union, the European treaties were ratified by national 

legislators - not by national peoples - Member States. But the existence of a national perspective on the 

supremacy of European law does exclude character "constitutional" or "federal" of the European Union? We 

do not believe that is the case. Ambivalence employing supremacy and sovereignty can be considered part of 

the federal character of the Union. "Suspension" question the supremacy of the European Union is itself 

evidence of political coexistence of two political entities and thus proof of active federalism Union. The latter 

was explicitly recognized with the formal introduction of "EU citizenship" by the Treaty of Maastricht. 

According to art. 9 TEU citizen of the Union is any person holding the nationality of a Member State” [16]. 

Regarding the institutional dimension: a European Union of states and peoples, in the view of the 

Court of Justice of the European Union (hereinafter ECJ) and the majority of specialists in the EU force 

normative European law not derived from fundamentals normative law but we should look at international 

institutional dimension of the European Union, the main union legislative institutions. Thus, the European 

Parliament and the Council should be viewed from the perspective of international and national. But the nature 

of the European legislator? Analyzing the composition and functioning of the European Parliament and the 

Council, the European legislator as character? There are a number of European legislators and according to the 

legislative procedure will have an international character prevail: after all, each country defends its sovereign 

equality as veto power. In this case European legislature is "bicameral" and this constitutional structure 

"reflects a subtle federal balance" legislation is adopted by a majority in both legislative houses, and only after 

their approval. Therefore, the European Union legislature is mostly a combination of "national" and 

"international". While the European Parliament is a European people - postulate of constitutionally - represents 

the member states. This institutional arrangement reflects the dual foundation of democratic legitimacy in the 

EU.  

Functional in terms of size distribution of powers in the European Union, the Union's powers are still 

limited. Sphere stretching his political power is "incomplete". The scope of Union powers is not "national" - 

that is sovereign. By adopting the regulations and decisions directly applicable in national legal systems, the 

European treaties recognized thus two tools "national" -one legislative and executive one. The European Union 

has an instrument "international" directive. To take effect on individuals, it had to be transposed into national 

law by Member States. Through a series of courageous decisions, the ECJ has turned partially morphology 

directive by injecting national elements. Decentralized application of European law is achieved by the rule: all 

executive bodies and administration of a Member State to court - must leave unenforceable incompatible 

national law in each individual case before them [17]. 

In light of these dimensions, how should we classify the European Union? Its formation was clearly an 

international one and review its arrangements are still so. His appearance on the international route, however, 

should not prejudice the status of "federal" or "constitutional" of European treaties. The fact remains that 

international law, treaties, as such - not international law-is postulated the origin of European Union law. Then, 

from a functional perspective, the European Union is based on a "constitutional treaty" which is on federal land 

middle. The same conclusion was obtained and it was considered "political regime" of the Union. EU 

legislative procedure dominant federal establishes a balance between the elements 'international' and 'national' 

as they are designed according to European constitutional tradition [18]. 

3.2. European Union from the perspective of European constitutional tradition. As we know, 

European constitutionalism held on the historic line, the indivisibility of sovereignty focusing on the seat of 

sovereignty. Absolute idea of sovereignty acts as a prism that ignores all the nuances relative within a mixed or 
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dual legal structure. Where states form a union, retaining sovereignty, the entity thus created is an international 

organization governed by international law. Instead, if states own sovereignty transferred to the center, is a 

new state. In this stat- a federal state where powers are divided on the basis territorial -center it is the only 

sovereign and omnicompetent. When the current European thinking of the European Union decided to apply 

your device conceptual he noticed that the theoretical categories could not explain the legal reality of European 

law. In the absence of a theory of federalism across the state, European thought has invented a new word - sui 

generis. But in times of conflict constitutional, European philosophical heritage back to the fore, emphasizing 

the international nature of U E [19]. 

Thesis sui generis: A European Union "incomparable" and Union's attempt to find a new concept 

describing middle ground between international law and national soldier was started with the introduction of a 

concept that we rarely hear: supranationalism. Sui generis theory is indeed a "theory" introverted and 

historical, which is based on the idea of sovereignty tacitly unique. This poses problems in the analysis of 

unresolved political and constitutional dualism that characterizes European Union. From the perspective of a 

tradition which is based on the unitary concept of sovereignty, constitutional pluralism within the Union 

should be seen as an "innovation" or as an "aberration". In any case, the "theory" sui generis on the European 

Union has always been a tranquilizer semantic. This is because she has not been able to prevent wars 

classification during the constitutional conflict. Whenever the issue was sovereignty, Europe statist tradition 

removes this pseudo-theory, insisting on the character of international law of the Union [20]. 

Later in the recent history of the EU, ratification of the Maastricht Treaty was "constitutional moment" 

the symbolic weight of European integration has entered the collective consciousness of European society. 

Legal debate that followed crystallized the national constitutional comment on the nature of the European 

Union. Battle of Maastricht structured European constitutional debate for two decades. On this occasion, the 

German Federal Constitutional Court the question of sovereignty. His main objection was this: the current 

social structure of Europe could establish limits constitutional structure of the European Union. As long as 

there is no European equivalent for the national peoples, European integration and could put legal limits. Or, in 

this time of conflict constitutional doctrine of federal Europe was obliged to reveal their deeper intellectual 

structure. 

How did the German Constitutional Court to impose national limits of European integration? The 

Court had based their argument on the democratic principle of a material principle of modern constitutional 

doctrine. How could legally legitimate democratic European laws? There were two options. First, European 

laws could be regarded as legitimate - directly or indirectly - through the national democracy. Secondly, they 

could be legitimate existence of European democracy. The first option, national democracy was directly 

protected only by unanimity in the Council. European integration has imposed limits truly formidable 

effectiveness of national democracy [21]. 

German Constitutional Court assessed as the second option- legitimating by European democratic 

structure? Court admitted readily that "with the accumulation of functions and powers of the Union, has 

become increasingly necessary legitimatize and influence provided by national parliaments to be accompanied 

by a representation of the peoples of Member States in the European Parliament, as an additional source 

democratic support for European Union policies. "Formal progress has been made in this direction by 

establishing European citizenship. The European Union should never become a state (federal). From this 

negation, the German Constitutional Court drew the famous and spectacular conclusions. Firstly, the Union 

should recognize that people’s national identity cards were the main source of democratic European law. 

Secondly, the entire legal authority of the EU Member States flowed so. Thirdly, EU legislation could, 

consequently, "to have effect only within the sphere of German sovereign, under German law enforcement 

framework" [22]. Fourth, if European law enforcement beyond the national sphere, then it may affect the 

domestic legal order. Fifth, the ultimate arbiter in this matter remains national Supreme Court. Only, these 

brief statements may be arguments for both German option, for understandable reasons - Germany decide in 

the EU - and for the democratic deficit of the European Union. And the right union is such in international law: 

some states are right and others they apply. That is precisely the democratic deficit of the European Union! 

3.3. About the democratic deficit of the European Union. The constitutional conflict related to the 

Maastricht Treaty on European Union has aroused old ghosts: European statist tradition. Beyond the 

superficial differences, much of the constitutional debate that followed has not yet removed the conceptual 

heritage of European statist tradition. The presence of federal latent tradition was manifested by three 

"constitutional opposition" is considered that the European Union lacks a people, neither a constitution nor 
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constitutionalism. These three opposition sprang from deep-rooted belief in the indivisibility of sovereignty. 

Since sovereignty cannot be divided, it had to be either in possession Union or its Member States, if, be in 

possession of a European people, be that of the national peoples. According to the seat of sovereignty, the 

European Union would be based on a constitution or a treaty. And even if the Union had a constitutional treaty, 

the absence of a "constitutional demos' own causes and absence of constitutionalism [23]. 

Let us examine the reasons underlying philosophical each of these oppositions before a subject on each 

of them constructive criticism. A people - "Constituency" constitutional policy - precedes his state is a creation 

of it? This question received replies philosophical and constitutional different. National peoples had reached 

thus be regarded as mutually exclusive. Transposed in an EU context, this meant that people could not exist 

alongside European national peoples. A people would exclude the other, it would not complete; and as long as 

there are national peoples - as it does - there can be no European people. This leads us to the second 

contradiction: the absence of the European Constitution. According to the doctrine of popular sovereignty, 

only a people could be formally in a legal sovereign state. Within federations, be it American or German 

institutions of the federal state are organized in a constitutional framework which presumes a "demos 

constitutional", made up of citizens of the Federation, in whose sovereignty as power was and whose supreme 

power flows specific constitutional arrangements" [24]. Or in the absence of unitary constitutional demos, the 

European Union could not have constitutionalism. 

Common to these three opposition? Each is rooted in the tradition of European statist theory is based 

on the indivisibility and sovereignty of a people unified form a unitary state based on a constitution unit. 

Inability to accept a shared or divided sovereignty European tradition deprives the possibility of federal 

arrangements or a double between peoples, states and constitutions. The logic of constitutionalism in black and 

white unit is simply unable to capture the "gray" federal spectrum compared to the national internationally. 

Constitutionalism European Union must therefore be (re) built in the future in terms feds. Claiming that the 

European Union has a constitution without constitutionalism is to operate with half measures. For the first time 

admitted that the Union has a constitution; who says this? Theory national law? The theory of international 

law? Since none of them states that "UE has a constitution," the statement implies a belief system that allows us 

to recognize truth or to confirm the statement. Logically, the assertion that there is a "deficit" of democratic 

European Union is not a false problem because in any federal system there are two fore of democracy "demo’s 

state" and "federal demos".  

Both constitute independent sources of democratic legitimacy; therefore, federal constitutionalism 

must take account of this dual legitimacy. One expression of this dualism is the functional division of 

legislative powers between the demos and the demo’s federal state. One of the expressions of institutional 

legitimacy of this dual nature is composed of a central legislature. Finally, an expression substantiation of this 

dual legitimacy represents a normal-character composed of constituent power of the federation. This view was 

well argued on the United States [25]. 

But what is the nature of the European Union? Union can be described as a federal union? I saw above 

that the American tradition easily classify the European Union as a federal union. The European Union has a 

structure composed or mixed, and by combining national and international elements it is situated in a "middle 

ground" federal denied - the federal label is paradoxes - own intellectual tradition of Europe. Pressing the 

federal principle in national format not only reduces the concept of federation in one federal state [26]. Early 

commentators were aware that the new European manufacturer themselves on the "middle ground" located 

between the international and national law. However European blocked conceptual tradition identifying the 

middle ground with the federal idea. In times of conflict constitutional, federal old European tradition was 

returned from the depths and has imposed two ideals-type polarized: the European Union was to be an 

international organization or a federal state. And because it was the latter, she had - by definition - be first [27]. 

What is the thesis explanatory power of international law? Maybe it does explain satisfactorily legal 

and social reality in the European Union? In the last half century, "little Europe" was emancipated from his 

humble birth, convert into a mature creature: the European Union. Thesis international law encountered a 

number of difficulties such statements. Unlike what predicts international doctrine, obligations on Member 

States shall not be interpreted restrictively. Unlike what predicts international doctrine, Member States are not 

allowed to have a free hand in execution obligation. Unlike what predicts international doctrine, Member 

States cannot change the obligations by concluding subsequent international treaties. Dissertation thesis sui 

generis international law caused both federal disappearances Union on the map. How to back federal idea? 

Renaissance to the debate on the structure of the European Union has been slow. Acceptance by European 
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constitutionalism to the idea of a "federation of states" was necessary a second step. The European Union 

should abandon the obsession with the idea of indivisible sovereignty and accelerate its simplification of 

legislation. 

 

4. Simplification of legislation, EU priority 

 

The issue of huge number of bills that make up EU law is a priority not only for Member States but also 

for its institutions. The European Commission has put the issue related to the large volume of Union law 

among its concerns [28]. Union legislating has become an issue since the '90s, if we consider that in 1992, the 

Edinburgh European Council included among the priorities of simplifying and improving Community 

legislation. Thus, following the guidelines formulated by the European Council, European Parliament, Council 

and Commission have concluded several interinstitutional agreements [29]. 

In the aftermath of these agreements, the three institutions involved ambitions were high, they pursue: 

improving the readability of EU legislation; update EU legislation; reducing the volume of existing legislation 

and simplify it significantly. Retrospective on, the primary law of the European Union, simplification and 

modernization of legislation began in 1999 with the entry into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam. This is the 

first legal instrument of the European Union that eliminated the treaties of the European Communities 

institutive all obsolete provisions, respectively, exceeded. "Important legislative proposals could, if necessary, 

be subject to a preliminary debate in the Council, based on the legislative proposal presented by the 

Commission. In this respect, the Presidency, Member States and the Commission will have to propose specific 

topics that will be debated. Council will decide on a case by case basis. Negotiations in the Council, the 

legislation will remain confidential” [30]. 

Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe contained a series of reforms in the simplification of EU 

law. Thus, the Treaty replaced by a single text for reasons of speed and clarity, all the existing treaties. At the 

same time, simplify the legal instruments available to the Union to act. Thus, the typology of acts is limited to 

six instruments, as follows: law, framework law, regulation, decision, recommendation and opinion [31]. If the 

Constitutional Treaty, as it has remained in the history of the EU, we would have made contemporary with one 

of the greatest failures recorded at Union level, by rejecting the two Member States reject that led to the 

abandonment of its last instance; the treaty would have constituted the most comprehensive revision of the 

founding Treaties [32]. 

The most important event, which took place at EU level in 2009, with consequences for international 

society, universal and regional, European, is the entry into force on 1 December, the legal instrument already 

well known, under the name of "Treaty of Lisbon". Treaty continues to simplify already begun. EU law, 

bringing a number of new elements. Thus, in a brief enumeration are attractive: treaties can be changed without 

convening an intergovernmental conference, recourse to the simplified revision procedure; simplify the 

legislative process; active involvement of national parliaments in the EU legislative procedure clear division of 

competences between the Union and the Member States, delimiting substantially alter the principles of 

subsidiarity and proportionality enshrined in the provisions of art. 5 TEU [33]. How simplifies EU law two 

principles? Pursuant to art. 5 paragraphs. (4) TEU, action at EU level will not exceed what is necessary to 

achieve the objectives laid down in the Treaties. By this is meant the fact that what can be achieved at national 

level by Member States should not be held jointly at EU level. Common law jurisdiction rests therefore states. 

Proportionality means that the application of competence, the Union if it has to choose between several 

modes of action, it must retain the one that leaves states, individuals and businesses with the greatest freedom. 

To this end, the Union must consider whether a legislative intervention should be imperative or used other 

means, such as reciprocity, recommendation, financial support, encouraging cooperation between states or 

accession to an international convention. 

Simplification of EU law is an action as useful as it is difficult. However the European Commission, 

we can say that has assumed the role of "rationalizing legislation and reduction of regulatory burdens" [34]. 

The purpose of legislative simplification is to improve and adapt legislation by amending or replacing acts and 

provisions which are too complicated and complex to be applied. This simplification is performed by 

reforming existing acts or by new legislative proposals, while keeping the content of Union policies. Since 

2005, the Commission approved 660 initiatives aimed at simplification, codification and reform of legislation. 

Over 5,590 legislative acts have been repealed. Consistent intended purpose, the Commission launched at the 

end of 2012, one of the most ambitious programs on simplification - The smart regulation and performance 
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(Refit). Through refit "the Commission shall ensure that the EU acquis is "fit for purpose" [35]. In this respect, 

the Commission is examining Union legislation and identify necessary corrective actions, which may result in 

"legislative measures to simplify and reduce the burden of regulation, repeal of laws that are no longer 

necessary, withdrawal of proposals have a realistic chance of adopting or whose initial objective can not be 

achieved evaluations and fitness checks to evaluate the relevance, coherence, efficiency, effectiveness and 

added value at EU level of EU legislation and to identify new opportunities to simplify and burden reduction. " 

2 years after its launch, nearly 200 were initiated actions under refit, which are combined into a comprehensive 

dashboard, published on 18 June 2014. Through refit, the Commission initiated the largest exercise undertaken 

aimed at simplify EU legislation. Subsidiarity and proportionality will discuss the important advantages they 

confer regulation of EU citizens and businesses, in particular those underpinning the single market. The 

measures provided for refit provides a pragmatic perspective for the future of regulation in Europe [36].   

In agreement with the distinguished author previously cited opinion that simplifying EU law can not 

be achieved without modernization. We do not regard those actions of the European Commission aimed at 

adapting to different branches of law EU realities present society. We refer to what DEX defines 

modernization as the action of "giving something a modern look, according to current tastes and requirements" 

[37], ie those actions, more than necessary, access to quick. We mean for this step, 3 of actions taken by the 

Union in this area [38]. 

First, in chronological order, following the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon has changed the 

way the ECJ case law citation. Starting from the premise that "the European area of freedom, security and 

justice, in which it carries out judicial cooperation requires not only knowledge of EU law, but in particular 

mutual knowledge of the legal systems of other Member States, the European e-Justice should fulfill the 

objective of disseminating information on the legal systems of EU Member States and should serve as a useful 

tool for citizens, legal professionals and Member State authorities" [39]. Knowledge and application of correct 

and complete European Union law can not be achieved solely from legal sources of the EU but, according to 

the Council for this purpose "should be considered and jurisprudence of national courts, both decisions asking 

for a preliminary ruling as and decisions taken after a preliminary ruling and those directly applicable EU law. 

"It is true that the European Union, have developed a number of databases that can be found many of the 

concerns of citizens, but the "experience has shown that in these database searches are often very complex and 

difficult performed" [40]. These problems are caused largely by the lack of uniform identifiers for case law. To 

overcome them, "as part of an initiative of the Council has developed a European identifier of jurisprudence 

(European Case Law Identifier or ECLI) [41]. ID aims for sending unequivocal case law both at national and at 

the EU and to define a minimum set of uniform metadata for case law. 

Thus, it serves to facilitate consultation and case law citation in the EU" [42]. ECLI consists of five 

mandatory elements, namely "ECLI" to signify that it is European case-law identifier; country code; code of 

convicting judgment; year in which the judgment was rendered; a serial number, up to 25 alphanumeric 

characters, in a format to be determined by each Member State; permitted the use of points, but no other 

punctuation marks [43]. Following this initiative, the CJEU applies already identifier system of European 

jurisprudence, attributing a ECLI all decisions given by courts of Union since 1954 and the Advocate General. 

Secondly, remember that, following the entry into force of Regulation (EU) no. 216/2013 on electronic 

publication of the Official Journal of the EU from 07.01.2013 electronic edition of the Official Journal (OJ 

email) is authentic and enforceable [44]. The regulation was adopted with the stated purpose to allow "faster 

and more economical access to European Union law" [45]. According to art. 2 para. (2) and (3) of the 

Regulation, the electronic edition of the Official Journal contains information concerning the date of its 

publication and is made available on the website EUR-Lex in a format that is not obsolete and for an unlimited 

period, its consultation It is free.  

A final aspect that I bring to your attention, numbering refers to harmonization of EU legal acts. From 

1 January 2015, the numbering of EU legal acts has changed, being implemented a new method for assigning 

numbers of documents published in the L series (Legislation) of the Official Journal of the European Union 

(OJ). The new method harmonizes and simplifies the previous numbering, which, as we know, was not the 

same for all documents. "Acts EU legal will have unique sequential numbers" [46], so D / AAAA / N, where D 

represents the area, AAAA is the year of publication and is always four-digit format, and N is the sequence 

number of the document for a particular year [47]. Thus simplifying and modernizing EU law is an ongoing 

process and not as single, sequential being necessary to continue these EU programs, hoping to achieve a 

legislative system simple, clear, stable and predictable for recipients it: businesses and citizens of Member 
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States EU. The two aspects, simplification and modernization, are the surest guarantee of knowledge, 

understanding, and, especially, the correct application of numerous rules that make up EU law [48]. Only 

inconveniences encountered in the legal union amplifies the deficiencies and failures national legal order. 

 

5. The main shortcomings and failures of the existing legislative framework 

 

Despite some progress undisputed legal practice revealed both multiple drawbacks due to the adoption 

of legislation inadequate or ineffective (instability, non systematization, inconsistency, mismatch, 

unpredictability) This was reflected and reflected negative both in the regulation of social relations in general, 

and as regards the judiciary, completed without results. We consider a number of factors that have caused this 

situation: in the first category it is necessary to highlight the lack of policy and legislative strategies consistent, 

based on which to hang opportunity studies, grounding thorough and responsible, ensuring stability and 

predictability. In terms of timeliness, it stressed that important laws (defendant objectively needs and 

socio-economic realities) 'forgotten' while others of lesser importance or various interests are taken undue 

urgently without exposure the reasons and without being debated. This haste and lack of transparency 

unfortunately has become almost a rule which was reflected in faulty quality regulations and adverse effects to 

the whole society, being in conflict with the rule of law. Under the pretext of "urgent need", "reform 

measures", "EU requirements Politicians have abused ever more excessively such practices, either by 

ordinance" package", or accountability. It has pointed out that this situation led to the transformation of 

Parliament into a "court control." Lack of adequate impact studies on the effects of regulations, preceding 

adoption often led soon as they are amended, supplemented or repealed, sometimes not be applicable for lack 

of resources. 

On the other hand, although many legal texts which by their nature require that, to be included therein 

and punishment for non-compliance, this often does not happen. Sometimes these penalties if there are not 

observed, ie ignored for reasons more or less objective, but for which no one is held accountable. Another 

negative aspect: shortly after the adoption of a legal text, even before its entry into force, making 

modifications, additions, repeals. Moreover, by habitual methodology, rules, regulations, orders and 

instructions for applying are ultimately contradictory, or who no longer have anything in common with the 

original text. Not infrequently, these "additional acts" are developed and adopted late or in part, ie the failure to 

set deadlines. 

A second category of causes and factors that led to the adoption of legislation inadequate, due to 

non-compliance of legislative technique. It appears frequently use domain-specific legal terminology, 

formulations imprecise, confusing, sometimes disagreeing including Romanian. Lack of strategy and 

management of the appropriate normative acts have generated multiple inaccuracies, inconsistencies, 

ambiguities and overlap. All these problems and deficient practices in the process of drafting the text, 

essentially leading to instability and unpredictability of the legal framework as a whole and not least, this was 

reflected in a non-unitary jurisprudence [49]. Not all steps taken in order to ensure a flexible and simple 

legislation have failed; there are new forces and an attempt to change this. This applies to the here and 

Governance Programmer 2017-2020 adopted by Parliament Decision no. 1 of 4 January 2017 for granting trust 

the Government [50]. Exempli gratia, materializing economic program in a language easily accessible to all 

who wish to consult, easy to read and understand such an amount based on simplicity, openness, transparency, 

stability, predictability, prevention and respect. What does all these notions in light of this program? Let's take 

them one at a time. 

 Simplify involves the inclusion of all economic laws designed into a single legislative package which 

will be available free to all businesses and self-employed individuals. The elimination of this package of all the 

contrary and reducing the number of articles and chapters with more than half the current number are 

prerequisites. Legislative code will be named "Code of Romania's economic" and contains the Tax Code, the 

Tax Procedure Code, and the Law establishing companies, tax evasion law and all other laws of economic 

character. Opening involves debate Code Romania's economic with employers, associations of businessmen 

and the self-employed in all branches of economy, trade unions, but also NGOs, local authorities, other public 

authorities concerned, associations of citizens, domestic and international consulting firms, the entire political 

class. Transparency - Code of Romania's economic, once discussed and assumed by all those who will 

participate in its improvement, outlined above, will be put into parliamentary debate and once approved by the 

Romanian Parliament, the Government will ask for a moratorium other political forces in parliament by that no 
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political party not to initiate legislative proposals on economic change Romania's new Code for at least a 

period of 5 years, this ensuring its stability. 

That approval of the Code of Romania's economic will be made no later than 1 July 2017 and the 

measures contained in it will apply from 1 January 2018 gradually until 2022, so that operators and those 

interested will know in advance what measures its economic aims for the next 5 years and that at least 6 months 

earlier for measures to be applied by January 1, 2018 Code will ensure economic predictability. A novelty, 

taken probably in environmental law, is the prevention. In this way, legislative provisions will be introduced 

(the precautionary principle) obliging the authorities to proceed with control primarily at educating 

entrepreneurs and improvement of any kind, and to prevent the mistakes of any kind. This actually means that 

a trader will not be penalized in any way if he was not before then guided and prevented. Basically, the red card 

given out directly and replace it with two yellow cards. On the same line, the proposed amendments in the 

Code of Romania's economic concerns, priority must increase respect for those who enjoy pursuing an 

economic activity in Romania by the Romanian state. Therefore, it will be easier massive bureaucracy by 

reducing the number of taxes. 

Along with these measures characteristic of a government program, we dare to make a few proposals 

to streamline our legal system. In this regard, we consider developing and implementing a strategy appropriate 

legislative and obligation - on pain compliance techniques of drafting legislative and normative. Then, 

changing the law on organization and functioning of the Legislative Council, whom to powers and 

prerogatives decision in drafting and sending legal texts to be adopted for the purposes of becoming a 'filter' 

real and not only had a role consultative. For urgent topical as removing political algorithm and appointment of 

persons in the fundamental state law exclusively by criteria of selection, appointment and promotion based 

solely on expertise, training and experience in the field so as to lead to effective legislation to political factors 

impede any attempt to prosecute right - either by interference of any kind or creating parallel institutions that 

exceed the judiciary for the purpose of using them as "political instruments''. 

Then, the obligation of carrying out impact assessments (both in terms of efficiency and effects) before 

the adoption of legislative texts and to eliminate adoption silent during the planned revision of the Constitution 

to convey the greatness identity spirit Romanian law given that now is a huge no longer ashamed to teach 

Romanian and Romanian why are not Chinese, why dwell on the Danube and the Carpathians. The result: 

"History after 1989 was still more than a hope, amid a domestic and international crisis that just will not end! 

They were carried out important democratic processes in parallel with blatant inequities, with thieves 

unimaginable and lies planned. It was over a quarter of a decade so alert and contradictory, that's hard to 

understand something clearly and accurately. True - historians say the job - that history needs to light the 

passage of time can be understood. So we expected! A major weakness of the Romanian people was, I think, 

neglect, defeatism, to us the idea that anything goes. This weakness has made us lose much in competition with 

other nations. The most visible quality was, I think, a certain balance in life, who dressed and forms fatalistic, 

but also power and political science to oscillate between the resistance and the conciliation. In other words, we 

knew when to fight and when to treat, to negotiate or to negotiate. We do not have defended 'global' to suicide, 

as some neighbors, but neither had we left completely destroyed without fighting. Country or "estate" a well 

survives as long as peasants and nobles were defending. I mean as far as their estates were owned small estate 

that formed the great Country. Then, deprived estates peasants were wicked, but not so as to lose hope and to 

take the world head. Romanians have left the country until recently, convinced - as it was called Radio Free 

Europe times - that "the place is Romania Romanians.  

The problem is that owning capital, foreigners bought us and the state, which they use to defend their 

capital and keep us yoke. Worse is that owning capital, foreigners are learning more than half of the wealth that 

we produce through our work, and transfers abroad, leaving us salaries and pensions of misery from which we 

cannot save anything, we cannot invest, we cannot recover, we cannot get rid of the yoke. What are we doing? 

Take back our state and to reaffirm the right to live with dignity in our homeland and tell the foreigners to be 

more careful with a country that has been plundered and the people who made and continues to make many 

sacrifices on behalf of Europe! 

 

Conclusions and proposals  

 

Let us not forget: the right plays an essential affirmation of our identity and ask state institutions to be 

alert to the spiritual values of our nation. Regarding the loss of identity and spirit of Romanian law in nearly 
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three decades since the coup of 1989 and ten of Romania's accession to the European Union is quite obvious 

that the movement of national revival vindictive, creation of these troubled times It can be located in the legal 

context within which developed and which has been reported. That being so, claim their full right membership 

in this national epic. 

As it is no less true even social unrest of Romanians great turmoil of these times, especially the recent 

call 'identity, sovereignty and national unity "of academics Romanian by the Romanian people, the Romanian 

state institutions, initiated by academics Victor Voicu, Ioan-Aurel Pop, George Peacock and signed by a large 

number of members of the Romanian Academy [51], the plan could be fed into the collective mentality of such 

a policy change of perspective. 

Current national movement begun by these events internal and international must use all the new 

possibilities offered by the reformist political action. XXI century will bring in terms of Romanian nationalism 

and our right. In this context, simplification - imperative of modernizing and improving the quality of law may 

be a step essential in preventing loss of identity and spirit of Romanian law and consider that it would be in line 

with our approach to scientific research to point out some theoretical conceptual why It involves the creation of 

law, which are the requirements and principles that govern it, and some technical elements necessary in 

drafting laws. Create the right means nothing else than to legislate and legalize M. Djuvara defined as "one in 

which the rule, as conceived at a time, to a given fact situation in society, rule of law turns positive [52]. But 

strictly, legislating the drafting of laws. Operation lawmaking must establish the existence of social situations 

when it is legislating, a finding of particular complexity, then the legislature sets the ideal law that must be 

applied to these facts, leaving inspired in this case, willingly or unwillingly by legal consciousness of that 

society. Then the legislature seeks to translate the result reached in positive law rules that they make [53]. 

According to Professor V.D. Zlătescu "a legislating is a science, it is also an art, but is also a technical. 

The normative acts cannot be drawn at random, they must represent collections inhomogeneous of commands, 

cannot ignore certain correlations that are established in the natural order of things but also in the social 

relations that are subject to legal regulation, correlations involving interdependence, mutual subsuming or 

deletions. The laws of a state are a system. It is the national legal system, one of the greatest importance that 

customizes state. Within each national system, every branch of law, each and every ordinary law code should 

express, in turn, system, and being more or less self-sufficient. The need for system is so great that outside of 

this idea can not legislate" [54]. 

How does Professor Nicolae Popa "legislating has become the core business and defining the state has 

become synonymous with the rule. The choice of techniques of legislating belong legislature. But it cannot be 

far from arbitrary. There are certain principles underlying legislative action, constitutional principles deduced 

from regulations or entered as such in the methodology of legislative technique [55]. „Summing up the views 

presented, it can be concluded that legislating is a complex, methodical, involving a prior substantiation and 

deep knowledge of the realities of socio-economic, assumes responsibility and forecasting is impossible to 

create at random to be a correlation appropriate and necessary correspondence between fact and law [56]. 

Authors John Ceterchi and Ion Craiovan stresses that "right, from a historical perspective is evident" 

given "object of science, while the" elaboration of "positive law, however, requires a" construction "and in this 

respect the legal rules are the work of art.”Wagging the" right science is being investigated by outlining the 

general direction, provided the economic, moral, cultural etc. of the business, which generally determines the 

right content. But the content of the right to be 'trimmed' for social rule to become a legal provision to be 

appropriate for the application. This is par excellence a technical legal issue [57]. „In the vision of the two 

authors, the process of drafting normative principles requires compliance [58] (requirements), including: the 

scientific [59], compliance unit system of law, the principle of accessibility of normative acts. 

According to this last principle, the availability of an act is not simply a matter concerning the legal 

language that is conditioned in its turn determines a wide range of factors in the lawmaking process: objectives 

pursued, subjects, expected legal technique, etc. Similarly, the principles underlying the lawmaking are 

complementary and interlinked, intertwined in the application process. On the other hand, also involves 

drafting laws and the completion of several phases: project initiation, the debate, adoption and finally 

enactment and publication. Particularly important are the constituent parts of the normative acts, forms of 

systematization (embedding, encoding), including legal language and style adopted [60]. 

In terms of conceptual and terminological issues of art development laws, normative acts in general, is 

known in legal literature under various names and meanings: either to "legal method", "legislative technique", 

"Forensic formal" or "Forensic real '. Regardless of the views, nuances and distinctions made on terminology, 
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this complex process, constitute 'an objective necessity' in the development of normative acts - the creation of 

law. In this paper, we find substantive existence / need the same principles: scientific substantiation of the 

drafting of legal norms, providing a natural relation between dynamic and static law, accessibility and 

economy of means in developing normative. In the scientific validity, it must include "description of the facts 

to be transformed into legal situations, analysis of value judgments concerning the determination of the factual 

situation to be transformed, changed and are in contact with judgments the value that guide the change itself, 

determining (anticipating) the possible effects of future regulation, the social cost of the envisaged legislative 

reforms, the opportunity to etc. "for example, the notion of coroner is a" complex scientific discipline, which 

has two components: coroner coroner's real and formal. In a first assessment, forensic science is the definition 

of law" [61] assembly methods, techniques, processes material or formal expression of ideas which need a 

normative reflection in appropriate forms. From this point of view, it is necessary to distinguish between the 

coroner real and forensic formal as forensic reală called legislative policy, is a set of ideals, goals, means and 

tools to materialize conceptual social facts, to print a own dynamics, including through legal norms" [62]. 

In the formal forensic this "should not be confused with the legislative technique because it refers both 

to the rules for the drafting of the legislation and the rules of legislative procedure. In other words, adoption of 

the law is subject not only to the rules of legislative technique, but also subject to the legislative rules. " In the 

same vein, science seeks legislative study law making, involves two dimensions: 'a political creation process 

outside the rule of law and a technical, methodological processes use the same expression "given" acquis right 

before the requirements expressed in the political arena." So do not be confused technical legal enactment (as 

the legislative technique), by a reduction in scope of the art legal only in the elaboration of normative as 

legislative technique constituent part of the art legal, it consists of a complex of methods and procedures aimed 

at provide an appropriate form of legal regulations content [63]. Regarding the content of the concept of legal 

technique, it is "particularly complex, it involves time reception by the legislature Command social 

appreciation and selective development norm (legislative technique), but includes also the time of (the 

transposition life) of the rule of law established by the legislature (technical realization and interpreting the 

law)." 

In another vision, M.I. Manolescu appreciate that, "to try to push a little further than it is today, our 

knowledge of what provisional might conjecture that is called" legal technicalities "must go necessarily to the 

concept of technique legal and technical process (not: technical legal process); namely not so much a historical 

research, especially direct, going to individual cases such procedures and only then isolating and subsequently 

explaining their characteristics [64]. This was my hypothesis work: to get closer to "legal technicalities" 

delving directly (and not only historically), first technical processes legal as live data, if that portion of legal 

reality, it can find "technique”. I thought therefore that it must disregard the two sets of concepts, which found 

that were interposed so far between researchers "have technical legal entities" and himself the object of 

scientific study, namely the method". 

A final sense of the concept of legal technique, broad sense should be considered "as the drafting of 

legal rules and their application process. In other words, legal technique includes the techniques used for the 

creation and enforcement of the legal rules. In a narrow sense, technique designates legal processes by which 

legal standards are developed, if which forms a state legislative policy expressed in law. Specifically, legal 

technique is called legislative technique" [65]. On the other hand, "the concept of regulation in the narrow 

sense, is reduced to the processes by which the law is drafted and voted. In short, legalization refers to 

activities. Legislative technique is a broader concept. It also includes forms that legislative policy expressed by 

the legislature, such as laws, government decisions or orders and instructions of Ministers, as well as methods 

of expression of this policy in selected shapes such as permissive rules vis-a-vis dream of the mandatory rules" 
[66]. 

In the literature have been made on this issue, multiple viewpoints such as "legislative technique 

consists of three categories of processes: processes of knowledge of legislative policy, procedures on selection 

rules appropriate legal procedures concerning the formal adoption of the act and" resuming Us to make a short 

bibliographical reference - just a few of the works that we considered to be the reference and without them 

remember those already presented [67]. Count also suitable as the end of these theoretical considerations, 

instead of conclusions, to transcend into another level of reflection and depth, well reputed highlighted I. 

Mircea Manolescu [68]: "should, in other words, to avoid both two big mistakes that always lurk human 

thought: on the one hand the "taste for meanings" or the "rush after the way" method disproportionately high 

draw conclusions from facts few and insignificant; on the other hand, and especially, that longing after content 
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improvised large labels that have not emerged from the findings of fact or of a theory supported by facts 

exactly established 'and, especially, to promote national values, moral, cultural - legal and spiritual, social 

cohesion and solidarity. 
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